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SUPERAnews #03
Dear readers, welcome to SUPERAnews!
Despite the unprecedented context we are all immersed in, SUPERA
continues to generate relevant project outcomes: a survey on the
impact of the Covid-19 crisis on working conditions and academic
performance, two upcoming webinars for RFOs, new GEPs approved,
among which two fully available for everyone's consultation.
Last, but not least: have you already had the chance to watch our new
institutional video? Share your impressions and... #JoinUs!
You are more than welcome to share these contents to everyone that
might be interested. For every update, follow us on
and

or send us an

.

Enjoy your reading!

,

Working conditions, time usage and academic
performance in Covid-19 times: preliminary
UCM survey results
Maria De
Bustelo,
PaulaUniversidad
de Dios Ruiz
and Lorena Pajares
–
Paula
Dios Ruiz,
Complutense
de Madrid
Universidad Complutense de Madrid

[read more]

Experience exchange between Research
Funding Organisations: register to the webinars

SUPERA is launching a series of webinars and online workshops to
facilitate experience exchanges between Research Funding Organisations
that develop - or plan to develop - a Gender Equality policy. The ﬁrst two
webinars will take place on 13 and 18 November, 2020: registration is
open. [read more]

Design, discuss, approve! The path of UNICA
towards the GEP publication
Luigi Raffo and Ester Cois, University of Cagliari
The Academic Senate and the Board of the University of Cagliari has
approved the Gender Equality Plan designed in the framework of
SUPERA. Here’s the main highlights of the process that led to such
an important milestone. [read more]

Overcoming gender gaps in research
funding organisations: RAS approves its
Gender Equality Plan
By the Autonomous Region of Sardinia

[read more]

The Central European University GEP now
available
Maria Bustelo, Paula de Dios Ruiz and Lorena Pajares –
Universidad Complutense de Madrid

In May 2020, the Central European University has approved its ﬁrst
Gender Equality Plan. Now the document is fully available for
consultation. [read more]

Join us! The institutional SUPERA video is
online
Manuela Aru and Paola Carboni, University of Cagliari
The SUPERA values, methods and key action areas are now available in a
new format to anyone interested in getting to know more about gender
equality in research organisations: the SUPERA institutional video is
online! [read more]
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